Molecular size of bovine lipoprotein lipase as determined by radiation inactivation.
We have determined the size of the functional unit of bovine lipoprotein lipase by radiation inactivation. This was done in five different situations: 1) in a buffer with high salt concentration. In this situation the enzyme is relatively soluble and stable. 2) For an enzyme-heparin complex. This may reflect the physiological state of the enzyme at the vascular endothelium, where it is believed to be bound to a heparin-like molecule. 3) In the presence of lipid substrate and 4) with lipid substrate and activator protein. Here most of the enzyme is adsorbed to the substrate droplets. 5) For an enzyme-detergent complex; another model for enzyme-lipid interaction. In all five situations the enzyme activity decayed as an exponential function of radiation dose, and the target sizes were similar. The target size did not vary with the concentration of lipase protein. The combined data for bovine lipoprotein lipase yield a functional size of 72 kDa which is close to that expected for a dimer, 77 kDa.